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Abstract.

In thispaperwepresent
evidence
that short-lived
burstsof energetic
neutral
atoms(ENAs)observed
withtheComprehensive
Energetic
ParticleandPitch
AngleDistribution/Imaging
ProtonSpectrometer
(CEPPAD/IPS)
instrument
on
thePolarspacecraft
aresignatures
of substorms.
TheIPS wasdesigned
primarily
to measure
ionsin situ,withenergies
between
17.5and1500keV.However,
it has
alsoproven
to bea verycapable
ENA imager
in therange17.5keVto a couple
hundredkeV. It wasexpectedthat someENA signatures
of the stormtime ring
currentwouldbe observed.Interestingly,
IPS alsoroutinelymeasures
weaker,

shorter-lived,
andmorespatially
confined
burstsofENAswithduration
froma few
tensof minutesto a few hoursand appearingonceor twicea day. One of these

burstswasquicklyassociated
with magnetospheric
andauroralsubstorm
activity
andhasbeenreportedin the literature[Henderson
et al., 1997].In thispaper
we characterizeENA burstsobservedfrom Polar and establishstatisticallytheir

association
with classic
substorm
signatures
(globalauroralonsets,electronand

ioninjections,
AL drops,
andPi2onsets).
Weconclude
that-•90%oftheobserved

ENA burstsare associated
with classicsubstorms
and thusrepresenta newtype of
substorm signature.

The earliestassociations
of ENAswith ringcurrent
activitywaspublished
by Moritz [1972],whosuggested
that short-livedpopulations
of energeticparticlesat

1. Introduction

Energeticneutralatoms(ENAs) are generatedwhen
an energetic ion interacts with a cold, neutral, geocoronal particle in a charge exchangereaction. During chargeexchangean electron is transfeted from the
cold geocoronalparticle to the hot ion, generating an
energeticneutral atom and a cold ion. The chargeexchangeprocesspreservesthe momentumof the ion, and
thereforethe energeticneutral will contain information
about the pitch angle and energy of the original ion.
The ENA will then travel in a straight line from the
point where it was generated. This later property allowsthe ENA sourceregionto be imagedthrough their
remote

detection.
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low altitudewerecreatedthroughchargeexchange
with
oxygenof ENAs createdin the ring currentregion.MizeraandBlake[1973]wereableto corroborate
thisby extendingmeasurementsdownto 12.4 keV, well belowthe
lower-energy
thresholdof 250keV of Moritz [1972],and
showingthat the spectrumof the low-altitude population was consistentwith a ring current sourcethrough
chargeexchange.
Direct measurements
of ENAs were first reportedby

Hovestadtand $choler [1976]. They suggested
that
highly anisotropicenergetichydrogenmeasurements
were observationsof ENAs generatedby charge exchangeof ring current particles with the tenuoushydrogengeocorona.The first comparisonof direct ENA
measurementswith ring current activity was made by

Roelofet al. [1985].They analyzedENA measurements
from IMP 7/8 and ISEE i and demonstrated,
using
hourly averages,a rough correspondence
betweenENA
count rate and the rate of ring current recoveryas mea-

suredby the Dst index. Jorgensen
et al. [1997]observed
a similar proportionality betweenthe ENA escaperate

from the ring current and the Dst index usingENA
data from the Polar satellite.

The first ENA image of a storm time ring current
was publishedby Roelof [1987]. More recently,Lui
18,753
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et al. [1996]have reportedon the first direct compo- directions,looking outward from the spacecraftin a
planecontainingthe spinaxis,and separatedfrom each
other by 20ø. Each look directioncan sampleup to
32 times (sectors)per spin, yieldingup to 288 "pixels"sampledin a single6-sspin,coveringthe complete
altitude SwedishASTRID/PIPPI ENA imager have sky, as shownin Plate la. In this paper we will use
's integralchanneland study
alsobeenreported[Barabashet al., 1997;Brandtet al., data from the instrument
the periodOctober8, 1996,to October7, 1997. DurThe first ENA images from Polar were reported ing this intervalthe integralchannelenergyrangewas
by Hendersonet al. [1997]. The images revealed 17.5-1500keV and sampledat 32 sectorsper spinin the
the unprecedentedstatistical and temporal coverageof sevencentrallook directionsand at 16 sectorsper spin
the CEPPAD/IPS instrument[Blakeet al., 1995]and in the two near-spin-alignedlook directions.This data
showedit to be an extremely capable ENA imager. set wasintegratedover 16 spins(96 s) and consistedof
That paper presented several casesof ENA measure- the sevencentrallookdirections
sampledat 32 sectors,
ments of the storm time ring current and examplesof sothe data set couldbe visualizedas an array in three
preliminary analysisof the images. In addition to the dimensions
(7 x 32 x N), whereN is the numberof 16expectedmagnetic storm signatures,the paper reported spin blocksincluded. To improvestatistics,this data
sition measurementsof ENAs. They reported data
from a single Geotail pass around the dayside of the
Earth, in whichthe ring current ENA flux wasobserved
continuously for •12 hours. Results from the low-

a single caseof a short-lived ENA signature that was set was smoothed in time with a boxcar window of five
well correlatedwith classicmagnetosphericsignatures 16-spinblocks(8 min). The instrumentis not capable
of substorms.

of directlydistinguishing
betweenionsand ENAs. The

Indeed, substorm phenomenologyincludes the sudden appearanceof energeticparticlesin the near-Earth

identification
of ENAsisinferred
whenthereisa highly

anisotropiccomponentarriving from the directionto
tail regionat onset[e.g.,DeForestandMcllwain, 1971]. the Earth anda verylowisotropic
background.
Thusa
The hot ion component then drifts westward while dis- key reasonfor the high quality of the Polar ENA data
persing. On the basisof this known ion phenomenology is the orbit of Polar. It is highlyelipticwith a 9 RE
during substorms,the expected ENA signature would apogeeand a 1.8 RE perigee. The apogeeis located
consistof an initial brighteningin the near Earth tail in the northernpolar cap. In this region(and in the
regionnearonset,thena rapidearthward[Reeves
et al., southernpolar cap) the flux of energeticionsis very
1996]or tailward[Ohtaniet al., 1992]expansion
of this low, allowingglobalENA imagesto be recordedon a
region. This wouldbe followedby a slowwestwarddrift regularorbitalbasis.Thisabilityto regularlyconstruct

of the hot injectedionsandthusof a similarlyevolving globalENA imagesallowsfor globalimagingstudies
patchof ENA emission.Finally, asthe ionsdrift farther that wereheretoforeimpossible.
It was expected that the IPS would measure some
west and disperse,the regionof ENA emissionshould
expandand diminishin brightness.The substormENA neutralsfromthe stormtime decayof the ringcurrent.
response should be much shorter-lived than the storm

ENA responseowing to the much shorter timescales.
Most importantly,though, is that the enhancementof
hot ions in the inner magnetosphere
is an established
part of substorms,
and thereforewe shouldexpectthat
substormswill generate a burst of ENAs. What was
not knownprior to the launchof Polar, however,was
howintensethesesubstormENAs were,and whetherit
wouldbe possibleto measurethem with any currentor

Thishadalsobeendonein thepastwith similarlybuilt
instruments
[Hovestadt
and$choler,1976;Lui et al.,
1996;Roelofet al., 1985;Roelof,1987]. However,it
turned out that the IPS instrument is so sensitiveto low

particlefluxesthat it wascapableof observing
ENAs
fromchargeexchange
of the Earth'sring current,not
onlywhenit wasenhanced
fromstormactivitybut also
during geomagnetically
quiet periods. Wilken et al.

[1997]did not observe
a statistically
significant
ENA
signalfromthe quiettime ringcurrentwith the High
In this paper we will adopt the nomenclatureof ENA EnergyParticle-Lowenergy
particleDetector(HEPon Geotail,but wereableto compute
"burst"for any Polar ENA signalthat is too short-lived LD) instrument
agreementwith
to be associated
with build up and decayof the ring an upperlimit that wasin reasonable
planned instrumentation.

current.A burstis definedto be any ENA signalthat
lasts < 6 hours. In practice,observedburststend to
last of the order2 hoursor less.First, we establishthe
intrinsicstatisticalpropertiesof the ENA bursts;then
wecorrelatethemwith classic
substorm
signatures.
We

their expectations.

In additionto the expectedENA signatureof geomagneticstorms[Henderson
et al., 1997, 1999; Jorgensenet al., 1997],shorter-livedburstsof ENAs were
observed,which were too short-livedto be storm related

conclude that •90% of the ENA bursts are associated

and whichweremuchmorelocalizedthan the global

with classic substorms.

storm signature. The IPS recordsthese emissionsafter

2. Data

ciently short to be able to observethe onset and evo-

as little as 2-8-min integrations.This period is suffiSet

lutionof theseENA burststructures.
Onesuchevent,
The IPS instrumentwasdesigned
to measureener- that occurredon July 31, 1996,wasshownto be related
getic ionsin the rangeof 15-1500keV. It has nine look to a magnetospheric
substorm
[Henderson
et al., 1997].
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Another event that took place on November 24, 1996,

lowerthan 10 counts/s. In other words,there are few

wasreportedby Hendersonet al. [in press,1999].

borderline caseswhere the backgroundis similar to the

In this paper we study particularly the onset characteristics of the short-lived ENA bursts. It is very impor-

ENA

tant to note that we selected the ENA

is the Sunresponse.The IPS sensorsare photosensitive

burst intervals

count rate.

A feature that can be seeneasilyin the summary plot

only usingthe IPS ENA data. Any subsequentcompar- and are "blinded"momentarilyafter viewingthe Sun
isonof thesedata, describednext, with other coincident or the illuminatedEarth. The Sun responseis usually
substorm indicators is thus accomplishedwithout any
selection

bias.

confinedto sector0 and 1 (and occasionally
sector31
aswell), because
the sectoringsystemis definedin such
a way as to put sector 0 pointing toward the Sun. De-

pendingon the orientationof the spacecraft(whichin
turn dependson season),the Sun response
will appear

3. Analysis
Becauseof the difficulty of writing an automatic procedurefor identifying ENA bursts,we browsedour data
and manually selectedENA bursts. To facilitate this
analysis, a special summary plot format was created

in one or more of the look directions.

In Plate lb the

sun responsecan be seen in the 150ø and 130ø look directions.

Another

feature that can be seen is the Earth

pixels at a given time. This isotropicbackgroundwas
then subtracted from the data before plotting it in the

response,whichis a line of bright pixelsslowlycrossing
sectorswith time in the 90ø look direction. Depending
on distanceto the Earth and season(during Northern
Hemispheresummerthe northern polar region is more
bright for example),the Earth responsemay alsoappear
in adjacent look directions. In Plate lb the Earth shine
also appears in parts of the 70ø and l l0 ø look directions. The predictableearth light and sunlightfeatures
are well-known instrumental artifacts. They provide a
goodvisualreferencesinceENAs are primarily observed
to come from locationsnear the Earth, and when processingfor ENAs they can be ignored.
The ENA bursts were identified visually by looking
for regionsthat were at the same time enhancedabove
backgroundby at least0.5-1 counts/s(thoughmoreoften 1-3counts/s)andweredirectionallylocalized,which
means that they appeared as approximately horizontal
stripes several pixels wide acrossthe summary plots.
Such an example can be seen in Plate lb. An ENA
burst starts at 1135 UT and ends at 1345, while an-

summaryplot format (Plate lb).

other ENA burst starts at 1440 and ends after 1600 UT.

to enhancethe relatively low count rate ENAs (see
Plate lb). The summaryplotshavea logarithmiccolor
scalerangingfrom 0.5 to 10 counts/sper pixel, the
range of count rates most typically observedin these
ENA bursts. As with storm time ENAs, the Polar IPS
can unambiguouslymeasureENA burstsonly when the
ion foregroundis inherently low. These intervals occur
primarily at times closeto apogeeand for a brief time
near perigeewhen Polar traversesthe high-latitude lobe
regions. Nevertheless,when in these regions,there exists a weak background due both to cosmic rays and
weak ion fluxes that is removed before plotting. In
most cases, both of these sources can be treated as
isotropic. In contrast, the ENA fluxes come predominantly from regionscloseto the Earth and are thus inherently anisotropic. The backgroundnon-ENA count
rate

was taken

to be the

median

count

rate

over all

The format of the summary plot is as follows. As The uncertainty on the start times determined from the
mentionedbefore, the two spin-alignedlook directions summary plots were of the order of 15 min.
In order to narrow down the uncertainty on the onset
are omitted from this analysisbecausewhen Polar is in a
time
and get an idea of the spatial location of the ENA
favorablelocation for observingENAs, they rarely look
bursts,
we produced ENA images around the time of
in the right directionsfor observingthem. The remainonset,
as
determined from the summary plots, at 96-s
ing sevenlook directionswere plotted in the summary
resolution,
and smoothed in time with a 5-point box
plot in separatepanels. To the left of eachpanel is writcar
(8
rain).
Examplesof ENA imagessurrounding
the
ten the angle between the spacecraftpositive spin axis
ENA
burst
at
1130
UT
on
March
7,
1997,
are
shown
in
and each look direction. Each look direction samples
32 sectorsin one spin, and in each panel the sectorsare Plate lc. In this format the pixelized ENA data durdisplayedvertically from sector 0 at the bottom of each ing each measurement interval are projected onto the
panel to sector31 at the top of eachpanel. The gray ar- SolarMagnetic(SM) X-¾ plane. When Polar is at suf-

easidentify thoseregionswherethe ion foregroundwas
consideredtoo large to yield reasonablecountingstatistics on the ENA signal. This happens twice per orbit
when Polar passesthrough the radiation belts and additionally when occasionalenergeticions are observed
in the polar cap. The maximum allowed background
ion countrate wasset to 10 counts/s.While this value
was selected somewhat arbitrarily, the results are not
affected much by it, as the backgroundcount rate is
usuallyeither muchhigherthan l0 counts/s,or much

ficientlyhigh altitude abovethe magneticequatorthese
projections will give some indication of the source region of the measured ENAs. Naturally, care must be
taken, as ENA imagesin reality are a line-of-sightintegral of the directional volume emissionrate of a translucent object. However, if care is taken, a great deal of
information can be derivedfrom this type of projection.

By inspectingtheseprojectionplots it wasthen possibleto more preciselyidentify a start and end time to
within the 96-s resolution of the data set. Note that

18,756
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Plate 1. (a) The IPS instrumenthas nine look directions,arrangedperpendicularto the spin
axis. As the satellitespins,each look directionsamplesup to 32 times (sectors)per 6-s spin
for a total of up to 288 pixelscoveringthe completesky. (b) An exampleof the summaryplot
format that wasusedfor identifyingenergeticneutral atom (ENA) bursts. The 7 panelscontain
data for the 7 central look directions. In each panel the 32 sectorsare plotted from bottom to
top. The light gray line stretchingacrossthe 90ø look direction(and parts of the 100 and 70ø)
is Earth-shine. The ENA signal is concentratedaround this Earth-shine line since ENAs are
emitted from near the Earth. We can seeone ENA burst starting at 1130 UT and ending at 1345
UT and a secondburst starting at 1440 UT, and endingafter 1600 UT. (c) Three ENA images
near the 1130 UT burst, one before onset, one shortly after onset, and one during the recovery
phase.Onsetoccurredin the premidnightregionat 1130UT (centerimage),and the bright ENA
patchthen driftswith the prevailingion drift speedarounddusktowardnoon(rightmostimage)
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Plate 2. A seriesof VIS imagesaroundthe time of the ENA burst onsetat 1130 UT on March
7, 1997. The auroral onset occurred at •1133 UT.
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For each ENA burst identified we next searched for

classicsubstormsignatures.We visuallysurveyeddata
from one of the auroral imagerson the Polar satellites, the VisibleImagingSystem(VIS) [Franket al.,

lu4

c•03
0,•

1995]. We usedthe 5-min averageimagesfrom the
Earth camerato identify auroral substormexpansion
onsets.Plate 2 showsa seriesof VIS imagesaroundthe

06
105
104
103

time of the ENA burst onset in Plate lb. In this case the
auroral onset was determined to occur near 1133 UT.

We alsolookedthrough the Los Alamos National Labo-

ratory geosynchronous
energeticparticledata (LANL)
[Higbieet al., 1978;Baker et al., 1985;Belianet al.,
1992]for both electronand ion injectiononset,plotted in Figure I for the time around the same ENA
burst, and noted whether they were dispersionless
or
not. In this casea dispersionless
ion injectionoccurred
at 1131 UT, and a dispersionless
electroninjectionoccurred at 1139 UT. Additionally, we searchedfor two
classicground-based
substormsignatures.We surveyed

6_
10•.
10_4
103

the provisional
AL index[DavisandSugiura,1966]producedby WDC-C2 Kyoto (seeFigure 2), and searched
it for substormsignatures.We defineda substormsignature to be a sharp negativeturning of AL. We measuredthe time at which the negativeturning occurred

104
c•103
102

(with a typicalaccuracyof 15 min), aswellasthe size

•10

6_
10_4
103
8

10

12

14

16

18

UT (Hr) on March 7, 1997
Figure

1.

of the drop in nanoteslas.Finally, we identifiedPi2 onsets surroundingthe measuredENA onsetsusingthe
three components
of the Kakiokamagneticfield data.
We looked for polarized power within 4-30 rain of the
ENA onset,and defineda Pi2 onsetas havingpolarized power2 standarddeviationsabovethe averagefor
that interval, with a minimum amplitude of 0.2 nT. In
Figure 3 we show the raw and Pi2 bandpassfiltered
data from the Kakioka magnetometer.Onset time was
calculatedusingthe method describedabove.

The Los Alamos National Laboratory

(LANL) energeticparticledata aroundthe time of •he
ENA burs• onset at 1130 UT on March 7, 1997. The ion
injection occurs at 1131 UT and the electron injection
occursat 1139 UT, as marked by two vertical solidlines.
The points where the satellites pass the noon meridian
are marked by a vertical dotted line. The points where
they passthe midnight meridian is marked by a vertical

4. Results

and

Discussion

During the 1-year study period October 8, 1996, to
October 7, 1997, we found a total of 141 clear ENA
burst onsets. Since the orbit of Polar is not synchro01

solid line.

-200
becauseIPS can only observeENAs from part of its or-

bit, it wasnot alwayspossible
to identifythe start/onset
and end time of the ENA bursts. If Polar entered a high
ion populationbeforean ENA burst ended,we couldnot
ascribe an accurate

end time.

-400
.

We excluded events for

which we were not able to ascribe a clear onset time.

In

-600

addition to identifyingthe onsettime, we alsoidentified
the onset region, which we defined as the R-MLT box
in the SM X-Y plane that contained the pixel or collec8
10
12
14
16
18
UT (Hr) on March 7, 1997
tion of pixelsthat first brightened. For example,for the
ENA burst shown in Plate 1, we found that the onset Figure 2. The provisional AL index produced by
occurred at 1129:35 UT, and inside a region bounded WDC-C2 Kyoto. A sudden drop in AL occurred at
1135 UT.
by 5 and 9 RE, and 1900 and 2100 MLT.
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(a)

l0

•'

5

!

(b)

o

during that period. However,the reductionduring this
period is in the wrong sense,and too small, to account
for the variation in ENA burst frequency. ENA observations are possibleapproximately half the time. Thus
the 141 clear ENA burst onsetsobservedimplies that
-•300 clear ENA bursts, as selectedby our criteria, occurred during the 1-year study period.
The

-10

l0

(c)

18,759

local

time

distribution

of the

ENA

bursts

is

shownin Figure 4. This plot was generatedin the following way: If an ENA burst was found to occur in X
hourly local time sectors,the histogramthat countsoccurrence would have each of those sectors incremented

by 1/X. In this way the sumoverall histogrambinsis

(d) '

equal to the total number of ENA bursts. The solid line
in Figure 4 represents the distribution of ENA bursts.
The dotted line representsthe distribution of disper-

'

sionless
ion injectionsasmeasured
by Lopezet al. [1990]
(seetheir Figure4). The two distributionsare verysim0.5

0.0
1.0

0.5

ß

01.5
LE

.(f)....

- .o

-0.5

radial distribution

We did not find a good correspondence.The projected
positionof the ENA signalwassignificantlycloserto the

11.8

are two reasons for this. The first is that

-1.0

the ENA bursts to be observed closer to the Earth.

o.o

11.6

There

-0.5 7.

o.5

11.4

bursts with the radial distri-

the density of the geocoronadrops off rapidly with distancefrom the Earth, sothat for a giveninwardmoving
injection front, it will not be observed until it reaches
further in to the inner magnetosphere.This would cause

1.0

11.2

of ENA

bution of injectionsfrom the Lopezet al. [1990]study.

Earth.

-1.0

11.0

ilar. This is what we expect if the ENA bursts are a
remotely sensedsignature of the injection.
We attempted a similar comparisonof the projected

12.0

An-

other reason is that an isotropic ion distribution on a

givenfield line will tend to emit more ENAs from near

UT (Hr) of March 7, 1997

the foot of the field line becausethose extend deeper

Figure 3. The KakiokaPi2 data for the March7, 1997, into the geocorona.When theseoff-equatorialportions
1130 UT ENA burst: (a)-(c) x,y,z components
of the
magneticfield;(d) variationof the total magneticfield;

(e)-(f) magnetic
fieldfilteredto the Pi2 bandpass
(40150 s). The Pi2 onsetcan be seento occurat 1130

40

UT.

nized with the Earth's rotation, there shouldbe no UT
bias of identified ENA bursts, and we do in fact find
that the measured ENA bursts are distributed approximately uniformlyin UT with ,,•6 ENA burstsin each
UT hour interval. The monthly distribution showed
more variation, with ,,•13 bursts/monthfor October
through January, 24 bursts/monthin February and

March,and ,,•6bursts/monthin April throughSeptember. The genesisof this distributionis not clear. During
the sameperiod the possibleobservingtime remained
nearlyconstant,althoughit wasslightlyreducedin the
early parts of 1997. The possibleobservingtime was
computedas the number of 16-spin(96-s) blocksfor
which the computed backgroundwas smaller than 10
counts/s,and for which the ring current was not enhanced due to a storm.

We attribute

the reduction

g 20

Z

10

o

12

12

Magneticlocal time (Hr)

Figure 4. The solid line representsthe MLT distribution of measured ENA bursts. The dotted line representsthe distribution of dispersionlession injections as

duringearly 1997partly to severalstormsthat occurred measuredby Lopezet al. [1990](seetheir Figure4).
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the following we will quote the average(and median
when different) time differences,with uncertainty on
the averagetime differencefollowingin parenthesis.

10

5
0

15

•

•

lO

BURSTS AND SUBSTORMS

onset times respectively for the ith event, with uncertainties as, and aENA. N is the number of events. In

15
>

ATOM

The VIS distribution, for which 114 events had VIS
data available, is shown in Panel a. The vast majority,
99 of the 114 or 87%, were associatedwith an auroral
substorm onset as measuredby the VIS instrument on

(b)

5

Polar. VIS onsetsoccurred•2(0.3) min earlier than

o

ENA burst onsets, and 91% of them occurred within

15

(c)

+20 min of the ENA

burst onset.

The distribution of LANL ion injections is shown
in Panel b, and that of electron injections in Panel c.
LANL
o

15

(d)

for 134 events.

Of these

had electroninjections. The ion injectionsprecededthe

ENA burstby 4-5(0.2) min, whilethe electroninjections
came•05(0.16) min beforethe ENA burst. Again, 88%
and 89% of the ion and electroninjections,respectively,

< lO
5
o
15

ion data were available

events,89 (66%) had ion injections,while 120 (89%)

occurred within

(e)

10

5
0
-30

20 min of the ENA

burst.

The quick look AL data set that we used commences
in January 1997, and thus we have limited coverageof
AL. Consequently,102 ENA bursts had AL data avail-20
-10
0
10
20
Time from ENA burst onset (min)

30

able, and of those81 (79%) wereassociatedwith a sudden negative turning of AL. The negativeAL turnings
occurred•04(1.1) min earlierthan the ENA burst, and
9.2% of them occurred within 4-20 min.

Figure 5. Distributionof time fromENA burstonset

Kakioka

station

is best suited for Pi2 detection

be-

to (a) VIS onset,(b) dispersionless
ioninjection,
(c)

tween 1000 and 2000 UT, when the station is near mid-

min earlier,ion injections•4-5 min earlier,electronin-

50 (75%) had an associated
Pi2 onset. The Pi2 onsets

Pi2 bursts•1-2 min earlier. Typically, •90% of the

of them

occurred within 4-20 min of the ENA burst onsets.

It is interestingthat all the classicalsubstormsignatures occuron averageI to 5 min beforethe onsetof the

dispersionless
electron
injection,(d) negative
AL turn- night. Only 67 eventsfulfilledthis criterion. Of those,
ing, and (e) Pi2 burstonset.VIS onsetsoccurred

jections
•5 minearlier,AL onsets
•04minearlier,and occurred,-•1-2(0.2)minbeforethe ENA burst,and92%
occurred

within

4-20 min.

ENA burst. The travel time for a 20 keV ENA from the

of the field line are projected onto the equatorial plane

Earth to the Polar satellite 8 RE away is •030 s. The

(as seennear Polar apogee)they appearcloserto the
Earth, but this is purely a projectioneffect.
We also found good correspondence
betweenENA
bursts and the other classic substorm signatures ex-

Table 1. Summary of the associationBetweenthe 141
Clear ENA Burst Onsets,and ClassicSubstorm Onset
Signatures.

plored in this paper. Figure 5 summarizestime differences between the ENA

Data

burst onset time and the

other classicsubstormonset signaturesdescribedpreviously:visibleauroralonset,geostationaryinjectionof
ionsand electrons,sharp AL drops,and Pi2 intensifications. These differencesin timing are describedbelow.
The averagetime differencefrom an ENA burst to a
signature is

N

with an uncertainty of

a<zxt>
- N •

N '

(2)

wheret}, andt•vA aretheclassic
signature,
andENA

Event

Fraction

VIS onsets

114

99

87%

LANL p-inj
LANL e-inj
LANL p or e
AL drop

134
134
135
102

89
103
120
81

66%
77%
88%
79%

Pi2
All but Pi2
All

67
80
37

50
57
21

75%
71%
57%

p 18-24
p 20-22

65
30

51
26

78%
87%

e 00-06
e 02-04

59
20

56
20

95%
100%

Here p/e XX-YY signifiesion/electron injection when at
least one satellite

was between

XX

and YY

MLT.
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bounce time for the correspondingion can be from 45

Table

sec to 2 min typically (5-20 keV parallel energy,6.610 Re L-shell). The bouncetime may well be a typical

an AL SignatureWas Observed.

timescale from the onset of equatorial substorm activity
to the arrival of the injected ions in the denser atmosphere closer to the Earth. When combined these two
time scalescan account for nearly all of the delay from
Pi2 onsets, and a smaller fraction of the delays from the
other classicsubstorm signatures.
While coverageis fairly easyto judge for the VIS im-

ages(VIS typically seesthe whole auroral oval, or has
a data gap), it is much harder to estimate accurately
for the other data types. For the LANL injections we
initially assumedcoverageif any of the satellites were
taking data at the time, regardlessof their local time.
However, this is not a sufficientcriterion for detection of
an injectionif oneoccurred[Lopezet al., 1990].If werestrict data coverageto times when a satellite was in the
pre-midnight region for ions, or post-midnight regions
for electron, detection of injectionsis greatly improved.
For example, if we require a satellite to be located between 2000 and 2200 MLT, the fraction of ENA bursts
that have ion injections increasesfrom 66 to 87%. If
we require a satellite to be located between 0200 and
0400 MLT, all ENA bursts measured had an electron
injection. These results are summarizedin Table 1. A
similar situation is found for Pi2 onsets, where we from
the outset

restricted

attention

to 1000-2000

UT

when

2. Distribution

Region
0000-0400
0400-0800
0800-1200
1200-1600
1600-2000
2000-2400

UT
UT
UT
UT
UT
UT

18,761

of UT of ENA Bursts for Which

Data

Events

Percent

20
18
20
16
15
13

18
13
19
11
13
7

90
72
95
69
87
54

It can be seen that the chanceof detecting an AL onset
is larger between 0000 and 1200 UT than between 1200 and
2400 UT.

have an associated Pi2 onset. Table 2 lists the fraction
of ENA bursts associated with AL onsets for different

UT intervals. It can be seenthat the probability of detecting an AL onset is larger before 1200 UT than it
is after 1200 UT. The reason for this is that the AE

stations are more denselyspacedin the western hemi-

sphere(between0ø and180øWlongitude,seeFigure7).
These stations will then be clustered around midnight
near

700 UT.

For a given ENA burst and a given classicsubstorm
signaturethe chanceof observingthe classicsignature
in association with the ENA burst is ,,•90%. Of the 80

Kakioka station was on the nightside. If we consider ENA bursts for which data were available for all classic
all times, then only 60% of ENA bursts are associated substormsignatures,only 2 (2.5%) did not showany
with a Pi2 onset. Figure 6 showsthe UT distribution signature. On the other hand, 70 (88%) had at least

of ENA bursts that did (solid) and did not (dotted)

20

15

iIiIIIiIII1•_

5

=

.....

0

(11.7)

i .....

6

=

i .....

12(23.7)

(17.7) UT(LT)[Hr]

'::::::::::

i ....

18

(5.7)

i

24

(11.7)

Figure 6. UT distribution
of Kakiokastationfor pos- Figure 7. Longitude and latitude distributions of
itive(solidline)andnegative
(dottedline)associationsground magnetometer stations that contribute to the
with ENA bursts. Notice that the when Kakioka observed Pi2 in associationwith ENA bursts, it was more

likelyto belocatednearmidnight,whereas
whenit did
not observePi2 it was more likely to be located away
from midnight.

versionof the AE index usedin this paper. The plot is
a globe projection, and the dotted line showsthe midnight meridian for 0700 UT. It can be seen that more
stations are located in the premidnight region around
0700 UT, than at other times

18,762
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2 signatures,and 60 (75%) had at least three signatures. The averagenumber of signaturesobservedfor
each ENA burst was 3.3. The remaining -•10% can
be ascribedto insufficientcoverageand/or imperfect
identification of the signatures. Another possibilityis
that they are in fact not substorms, but some other
processthat cause enhancement of the ion population
in the midnight inner magnetosphere
(and thus ENA
bursts). Auroral onsetsare often consideredone of the
mostreliablesubstormsignatures(and in fact the original definitionof a substorm). In this casewe observe
VIS onsets for -•90% of the ENA bursts. The 15 ENA

bursts that did not show VIS onsets do not appear to
have any morphologicaldifferencesfrom thosefor which
a VIS

onset was observed.

We also find that

7 out of

8 (88%) of thoseeventshad no Pi2 onset,further indicatingthat thesewerenot substorms.Four of 7 (57%)

hadnoelectron
injection,
and2 of 7 (29%)hadnoion
injection. The lack of electron and Pi2 signatures do
indicate

that these are ENA

enhancements

that have a

lessercorrespondencewith classicsubstormsignatures.

However,the fractionthat doesseeion injections(71%)
is only slightly lower than that for the overall popula-

tion (78%), indicatingthat theseENA burstsareindeed
associatedwith ion injection-like signaturesin the mid-

night region. We concludethat -•90% of the observed
ENA bursts are associatedwith classicsubstorms,while
10% are associatedwith other processesthat causeenhancementsof the _• 20 keV ion population in the midnight region. Some possibilitiesinclude ULF wave activity and short-term enhancementsin the convection
electric

field not associated

with

substorms.

5. Conclusion

We found 141 clear ENA bursts in the year October
8, 1996, to October 7, 1997. The MLT distribution of
the onset of these ENA bursts agrees very well with

previousfindings[Lopezet al., 1990]of the locationof
substorm associateddispersionlessenergetic ion injec-

tions. On a case-by-case
basiswe find that nearly 90%

ATOM

BURSTS

AND

SUBSTORMS
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